
QUALITY AND PROPERTIES
Unique water-based paint technology 
Almost odourless paint compound 
Non-flammable spray paint (EU-directive 2008/47/EC) 
Can be painted wet-on wet or wet-on dry 
Immediate coverage with one cross layer only 
Forms a thick layer, no risk for run downs 
Excellent adhesion 
Less propellants, less spray dust 
Suitable for indoors and outdoors applications 
Weather-resistant, light-proof, UV-resistant, 
Scratch, shock and impact-resistant 
High surface hardness and good elasticity 
ATTENTION 
When sprayed first the paint will appear uneven, but will 
become smooth after 10 minutes drying time.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Basis of the binder: Polyurethane modified Alkyd 
Propellant: Dimethylether, 24 weight percent 
Colour: see the label 
Smell: insignificant 
Degree of gloss: (measurement angle 60° acc. DIN 67530): 
RAL colours semi-gloss: 35 - 50 gloss units 
Clear coat high gloss: 80 - 100 gloss units 
Clear coat matt: 0 - 25 gloss units 

COVERAGE:
Depending on surface condition and original colour: 
400 ml are sufficient for approximately 
3 m2 (primed color matching metal surface)
Drying time (at 20 °C, 50% relative air humidity): 
Dust-dry: after approx. 30 minutes  
Primer sandable: after approx. 12 min.
Touch-dry: after approx. 90 min.
Surface scratch resistant: after 12 hours 
Final hardness: 8 days 
The drying time depends on surrounding temperature, air 
humidity and thickness of the applied coat. 
Temperature-resistant: up to 110 °C 

VOC:  II B (e) VOC max. 840g/l (2010),  VOC 216 g/l 

STORAGE STABILITY:
36 months if appropriate storage provided
(10 - 25 °C, relative air humidity of max. 60%)

SIZE:  150 & 400 ml

ENVIRONMENT
Maston aerosol products do not contain propellants 
harmful to the ozon layer.

All Maston aerosol cans are recyclable. Make sure the container is empty, press the 
nozzle down. If no propellant is coming out of the container is empty. Sort the plastic 
cap and nozzle separately and take the metal packaging metal recycling container.
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Maston Zero® is the safest and environment friendliest spray paint ever made, turning 
even the most inexperienced user into a paint professional.

MATERIALS
Maston Zero® can be used on almost every surface such as wood, metal, stone, plastic, 
glass, ceramics, dried plants, cardboard and ecen polystyrene. With Maston Zero® you can 
paint in or out, wherever you want and whatever you want. 

The unique SecureSeal-labeling makes the product look good. It seals the product and pre-
vents misuse in stores and guarantees the consumer an un-opened, un-used product. The 
detailed instructions of use are inside the perforated label top, which makes the product 
even more customer friendly. 

UNIQUE TECHNOLOGY
The coverage of Maston Zero® 400ml is 3m2, three times more 
compared to conventional spray paints. Thanks to its unique wa-
ter-based technology, the paint does not contain any solvents. It 
is safe to use inside and outside with no unpleasant smells. It 
only evaporates propellant mixture which makes it 4 times more 
environment friendly than ordinary spray paints. Maston Zero® is 
the first non flammable spray paint in the world (EU-directive 
2008/47/EC).

Maston Zero® is based on a unique Polyurethane modified Alkyd technology, which makes 
it almost odourless. It is suitable for indoors and outdoors applications. The unique formu-
lation contains no solvents in the paint and reduces the contents of  propellants only to 24% 
of the weight, allowing more paint inside.
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INSTRUCTIONS
The general instructions are dis-
played with easy to understand 
icons on the label.
One cross layer is enough to  cre-
ate immediate coverage with a film 
thickness of 25 to 30 microns and 
no run downs. The paint can  be 
re-coated any time, wet-on-wet 
or wet-on-dry. The surface is touch 
dry in 90 minutes and completely 
dry in 48 hours. Final hardness 
after 8 days.

UNIQUE FORMULA WHAT MAKES MASTON ZERO® DIFFERENT?

SECURESEAL - LABEL

* primed color matching metal surface
All instructions are displayed with easy-to-understand icons on the backside of the label
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TRIPLE AMOUNT OF PAINT
Maston Zero®  contains around 
triple amount of paint compared to 
ordinary spray paints. It does not 
contain any solvents.

EASY TO PAINT - NO SMELL
Maston Zero® turns even most 
inexperienced users into a paint 
professional. This environmentally 
friendly paint forms a thick paint 
layer. Close spraying distance of 
only 15cm and very low amount 
of propellants makes it almost 
non-dusting. Almost odourless 
paint compound makes spraying 
pleasant. 

You might notice that the surface 
has first a “foamy” appearance but 
levels down very quickly. Maston 
Zero® has no recoating window 
and a new paint layer can be ap-
plied any time.

PAINTING EXPERIENCE
Compared to conventional, solvent 
spray paints, the painting experi-
ence is really different. The high 
solid content of the paint ensures 
immediate coverage with one paint 
layer only.

Maston Zero® exceeds the directives 
of non-flammable spray paint 
(EU-directive 2008/47/EC)
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Maston Zero® makes painting really easy
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